Two thousand fifteen was a vintage where one had to be careful about getting too much extraction during fermentation,
Isabelle Meunier told me, comparing it to other years like 2014 and 2016 where the growing season “ensured depth
and power.” That said, she does see ’16 as producing more graceful wines than the preceding two years thanks to cooler
conditions in the summer, which helped to retain acidity. These are also wines that will age gracefully on their freshness
and energy, Meunier said, adding that the tannins are fine rather than strict.
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2016 Pinot Noir, Tualatin Estate Vineyard
Willamette Valley

Bright red. A sexy, highly perfumed bouquet evokes ripe red berries, incense and
allspice, and a smoky mineral accent adds urgency. Juicy, appealingly sweet and
lively for the vintage, offering concentrated raspberry, cherry liqueur and spicecake
flavors that show impressive lift and tension on the back half. Delivers a solid
punch of flavor and comes off impressively graceful for its depth, showing no
rough edges on the extremely long, mineral-driven finish. (30% new French oak)
-- Josh Raynolds

2016 Pinot Noir, Lazy River Vineyard
Yamhill-Carlton

Deep, vivid red. Expressive red fruit preserve aromas show excellent clarity and are
complemented by suggestions of star anise, candied flowers and musky earth. Offers
juicy, concentrated raspberry and cherry marmalade flavors that show sharp definition
and energetic lift. Closes on a lively mineral note, showing outstanding persistence and
even tannins that fold smoothly into the wine’s clinging fruit. (27% new French oak)
-- Josh Raynolds
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2016 Pinot Noir, Nysa Vineyard
Dundee Hills

Translucent ruby-red. Highly perfumed, smoke- and spice-accented red berry liqueur,
licorice and floral pastille scents show excellent clarity and pick up an exotic suggestion
of passion fruit as the wine opens up. Sweet and expansive on the palate, offering deep
black raspberry, cherry-cola, candied rose and spicecake flavors that show superb clarity
and mineral lift. Weighty yet lively in style, finishing smooth and very long, with slowbuilding tannins and resonating florality. (25% new French oak) -- Josh Raynolds
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2016 Pinot Noir, Elton Vineyard
Eola-Amity Hills

Shimmering ruby-red. Explosive, mineral- and spice-accented aromas of fresh red
berries and flowers, cherry pit, along with hints of blood orange and incense building in
the glass. Shows excellent delineation and energetic lift in the mouth, offering powerful
raspberry preserve, bitter cherry flavors and a suggestion of spicecake. Finishes with a
jolt of juicy acidity, building sweetness and silky tannins, leaving succulent red berry
and floral notes behind, eventually. (27% new French oak) -- Josh Raynolds

2016 Pinot Noir, Temperance Hill Vineyard
Eola-Amity Hills

Limpid ruby-red. Spice-accented raspberry and cherry aromas, along with hints of
woodsmoke, incense and candied flowers. Silky and focused on the palate, offering
concentrated red fruit and floral pastille flavors that turn sweeter as the wine opens up.
Fine-grained tannins lend shape to an extremely long, spice-tinged finish that shows
outstanding clarity and building florality. Isabelle Meunier told me that she is not inclined
to do punchdowns for her Temperance Hill as “there is plenty of structure there already”
and she doesn’t want to exaggerate it by working the fruit too hard. (31% new French oak)
-- Josh Raynolds
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